Introduction

As urban communities grow, design and management strategies for new developments become critical factors that determine impacts on natural resources. How can we accommodate growth and yet conserve natural resources, such as biodiversity, water, and energy? In this document, we focus on conserving biodiversity when land is subdivided. The term biological diversity or biodiversity refers to the variety of life and its processes. Biodiversity includes species diversity, habitat diversity, and genetic diversity. For the purposes of this article, we focus on biodiversity of native species. Native species are plants and animals that were present within a specific region before Europeans made first contact. Non-native (or exotic) plants or animals are defined as those species that were not present in the region before European contact.

Recently, a popular concept called clustered development or conservation subdivision has been advanced by the landscape architecture community. Conservation subdivision is intended to integrate growth with biodiversity conservation. Conservation subdivisions typically are developments where homes are clustered on small lots with the remaining land areas conserved as open space.

The concept of conservation subdivision has gained traction in many planning and design fields. The goals for conservation subdivisions are twofold: 1) to improve biodiversity within a designated subdivision; and 2) to minimize development-related impacts on surrounding habitats. Often, though, most of the effort is on the design of the entire site. To conserve and improve biodiversity within urban environments effectively, one must consider the following three phases of development: design, construction, and post-construction. Overall, these three phases must be addressed in order to create and maintain biodiversity within residential subdivisions. The “Conservation Subdivision” series of EDIS documents discusses biodiversity conservation pertaining to all three phases of development. This fact sheet focuses on decisions made in the construction phase.

The design phase is typically where, among other aspects, lot size and open space are designated and roads are distributed throughout the site. Goals for the development project are discussed and prioritized. In this phase, homes and lots are placed across the site and the remaining area designated as natural open space. Basically, everything is laid out on paper and vertical structures (buildings), and horizontal structures (roads, lots, conserved areas, and shared spaces) are given specific spaces within the development.

Next, during the construction phase, a whole host of built environment professionals including architects, contractors, and subcontractors take whatever is on paper and implement it on the ground, constructing homes, streets, waste treatment systems, and landscaped areas such as lots and...
parks. In the absence of fully trained or engaged contractors or landscapers, many things can happen during this phase that could decrease the viability of onsite and nearby natural habitat. For example, even if the most important large trees are preserved across the subdivision and built areas are designed around them, the placement of topsoil and routes used by heavy construction vehicles could impair the survival of these trees. If heavy construction vehicles continually run over the root zones of trees or if topsoil is placed against their trunks, the roots may not be able to acquire nutrients, water, and oxygen and the trees may die.

In the final phase, post-construction, buyers purchase the homes, move into the community, and manage their own homes and sections, neighborhoods, and common areas. It is now the responsibility of residents to manage their homes, yards, and neighborhoods in ways that do not compromise the original intent of the community. Additional problems can arise if residents are not fully engaged—imagine residents moving in and planting invasive exotic plants in each of their yards. Residents could also improperly apply fertilizers and pesticides. The spread of invasive plants and stormwater runoff could then destroy or at least severely reduce the diversity of animals and plants found in the conserved areas.

Again, all three phases, design, construction, and post-construction, must be addressed in order to create and maintain biodiversity within residential subdivisions. This fact sheet discusses how to manage lighting during the construction phase and explains the importance of good lighting to biodiversity in a conservation subdivision.

**Lighting Considerations**

How does light affect biodiversity? Artificial lights at night affect a variety of animal species. Depending on the species and location of the property, light pollution can affect both resident animals and those migrating through the area. Light pollution threatens wildlife by disrupting biological rhythms and otherwise interfering with the behavior of nocturnal animals. For example, sea turtles lay eggs on Florida beaches, and when they hatch baby sea turtles enter the ocean because it usually is the lightest land area at night (reflecting moon and star light). However, artificial lights behind beaches can lure hatchling sea turtles away from the sea. After they become disoriented, baby turtles wander across roads or along beaches until they die of exhaustion or are crushed by cars or killed by predators. Artificial lights also alter amphibian foraging and calling behaviors. For example, some salamanders do not like to forage around bright lights and certain tree frogs do not call in bright light conditions. Artificial lighting seems to be taking the largest toll on bird populations. Nocturnal birds use the moon and stars for navigation during their bi-annual migrations, but lights are an artificial attractor. Birds often crash into brilliantly lit broadcast towers or buildings, or circle them until they drop from exhaustion. Even ecological corridors are affected by lights because wildlife tend not to use corridors that are inundated with light (Rich and Loncore 2005).

To prevent lighting from harming animals, reduce it as much as possible and direct it towards the ground. Shield lights along roads so that the light pools on the ground instead of shining into the sky where it may confuse birds (Figure 1). Dark-sky standards (http://www.darksky.org) use full cut-off illumination that shields light from being emitted upwards toward the night sky or surrounding natural areas. To be fully cut off, a light bulb should not extend below its lamp shade. Following dark-sky standards also benefits humans because full cut-off illumination reduces light pollution so that people can view the night sky. For more information on international dark-sky efforts, see DarkSky (http://www.darksky.org/).

![Figure 1. Full cutoff street lights installed along transportation routes in Harmony, FL. Credits: Jennifer Van Walford](image)
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directed into the sky. Further, using energy-efficient bulbs (such as compact fluorescent bulbs—CFLs) can save you money. CFLs require less wattage to illuminate an area when compared to incandescent bulbs. Switching from a 75-watt incandescent bulb to a 20-watt CFL, which is left on 12 hours each day, can save a homeowner over $100.00 over five years (American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy).

Additional Resources

For additional information on conservation subdivisions and conserving urban biodiversity, a variety of online guides, books and other publications exist.

Books and Scientific Publications


Online


Department of Wildlife Ecology and Conservation Extension http://www.wec.ufl.edu/extension/


Florida Wildlife Lighting Certified http://myfwc.com/conservation/you-conserve/lighting/

Living Green http://www.livinggreen.ifas.ufl.edu

Program for Resource Efficient Communities http://www.buildgreen.ufl.edu

Sustainable Site Initiative http://www.sustainablesites.org/


Threats to Sea Turtles http://myfwc.com/research/wildlife/sea-turtles/threats/